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PCI DSS Review and Solution
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) applies to companies of any size that accept
credit card payments. If your company intends to accept card payment, and store, process or transmit
cardholder data, you need to host your data securely with a PCI compliant hosting provider or system.
CRIBB will run an Official PCI DSS vulnerability scan remotely on firewalls, payment gateways and relevant systems. A
PCI/DSS approved report will be generated for your bank or merchant provider. CRIBB will carry out a PCI review to
establish if self-assessment is sufficient along with help, guidance and assistance for you to complete the SAQ selfassessment questionnaire, and ultimately obtain your PCI DSS certificate.

Who is it for? Any organisation that takes credit card payments in any form: internet, phone, terminal, website or
stores credit card data.

Highlights

⊲ Expert on-site PCI Review – initial service to establish what you really need
⊲ Official PCI DSS scan of primary payment gateway with full report highlighting any weaknesses. This is a significant
element of your GDPR compliance and Information Governance initiatives.
⊲ Full Technical IT, policies and procedures review with report, as required by the PCI Security Council.
⊲ Guidance and assistance for you to complete the SAQ self-assessment questionnaire

What do you get?
⊲
⊲
⊲
⊲
⊲
⊲

You will be PCI DSS compliant for your acquiring bank(s)
Experienced and knowledgeable consultant to eliminate risks and errors
Annual contract for all scans and services at reduced cost
You can have an annual agreement for Official PCI scans and reports to reduce cost
Expert and fully Government approved assessor who will be your senior consultant
You will get experience, gain knowledge and receive education to protect your business, customers and staff

Why CRIBB Cyber Security

CRIBB are a leading crertification body for IASME Governance (inc: GDPR Readiness), Cyber Essentials, Cyber
Essentials PLUS: all official Government approved certifications
Simply call or e-mail CRIBB now to begin your journey to compliance and increased security on 0800 9101 101
or info@cribbcs.net
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